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OverviewOverview

This presentation will examine the history and 
development of the UNSW data warehousedevelopment of the UNSW data warehouse.

The presentation is less about the technical aspects and more 
b t th b i t f lli t i l ti tabout the business aspects of selling an enterprise solution to a 

broad and varied set of stakeholders, battling the NIH syndrome 
and what to do when the idea is actually sold.
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Agenda

• About the UNSW

• Background on how UNSW implemented a SUN/SAS DW/BI solution
• Selling the idea and Gaining sponsorship
• Managing different stakeholders from different aspects of the businessg g p
• Juggling long term strategy versus immediate outcomes
• Different ways to tackle Project Reporting

• Planning for the future
• Managing and developing the project as a product
• Developing processes and governance structures• Developing processes and governance structures
• Development processes to manage non-IT developers (& IT too ☺)



UNSW facts in briefUNSW facts in brief
Member Go8 and Universities 21Member Go8 and Universities 21

Students (2006) 37,836 

Inte national St dents (2006) 7 411

Faculties 9 

Schools 75 

Cent es 69International Students (2006) 7,411 

Staff (2006) 6,209 

Degrees/Diplomas awarded (2005) 9,832 

Centres 69 

Institutes 6 

Principal teaching hospitals 4 

Total awarded 204,167 

Alumni 182,401 

Residential colleges 8 

University College (ADFA) 1

Undergraduate programs available 603 

Postgraduate programs available 327 

Kensington site: area (ha) 38 

Permanent buildings 85 

Field stations 5 

Items in University Library 2.7m 

Number of reporting solutions - unknown
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Background

Some history
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PeopleSoft@UNSW

UNSW was one of the first universities in Australia to deploy 
enterprise resource planning ERP software.p p g

1999 Implemented PeopleSoft HR and Finance, 2000 for Student. 
Collectively known as NewSouth Solutions or NSS.

2004 - NewSouth Student Online, built on the PeopleSoft HTML to 
provide enrolled students access to online services.

One of the original business case items for PeopleSoft was it’s 
promised reporting capability.

A typical business case item for the myriad of ad hoc reporting 
solutions around the University since then is the lack of effective 
strategic reporting, difficult access and inability to cross-link reports 
from PeopleSoft :o)
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Unlock the Information Assets 2003

• Extensive business analysis, ‘what if’ and judgmental content.

• Highly consolidated current and historical data.

Decision Support

• Extensive statistical and modelling content used for assessing trends and 
exceptions.

• Detailed and consolidated current, and usually requiring a large span of 
historical data

Planning & Analysis

historical data.

• Provides routine analysis & reporting.

• Consolidated current and historical data.

Monitoring & 
Control

Operational 
Support

• Provides day to day business operations and operations reporting.

• Highly detailed current data.

• Interactive operation

• Used for on-line processing with real time updates. 

• Highly detailed current data.

• Time critical, highly interactive.

Transaction 
Processing

Uni e sit  Info mation Need Anal sis  2002University Information Need Analysis, 2002



Unlock the Information Assets 2003

Key Elements:

Improve data quality

Enforce “system of record” principles

Develop data warehouse infrastructure

Empower user community by deploying intuitive tools to analyse data

Originally Planned 
Deployment Timeline 2003 2004 2005

Enrolment Data Repository

1st Phase Data Warehouse

Executive Information System



Unlock the Information Assets 2005

• Several earlier attempts at improving reporting 
and access to information (UBIK)

• Needs analysis conducted early 2005 with 
i l i l i i t iprogressively inclusive interviews

• A consistent set of problems emerged
• Problems linked to a set of key themes to 

address
D l d d l t dd th d• Developed model to address themes and 
emerging requirements



Typical IssuesTypical Issues
• Access to information and getting effective reports and 

information difficult
• Many complained reports they need are non existent not• Many complained reports they need are non existent, not 

known, hard to get, not always sufficiently accurate or up-to-
date.  

• Data being captured is not available or if it is they are unaware 
f h i h d h iof what is there and how to get at it.

• Assigning responsibility and ownership to data limited.
• No widely known general service that people could use to 

identify data report problems and provide reports or even obtainidentify data, report problems and provide reports or even obtain 
lists of what is available.

• Business information was and still is stored in multiple data 
stores with little linkage between themg

• Local expertise evolving that was never shared
• Lots of stakeholders involved, each having their own 

requirements (and ways of stating them).



Selling the idea

Gaining common understanding 
and sponsorship



Selling the idea (1) Selling the idea (1) –– put it in put it in 
contextcontextco te tco te t

Operational decision making
• Are we currently on budget this month?
• Did this student enrol?• Did this student enrol?
• Has the student paid their fee?
• Is a supervisor assigned to this student researcher?

Strategic decision makingg g
• Does our new course structure attract more overseas students?
• What cities and countries need to be targeted more effectively?
• Was our last advertising campaign successful?
• How does our research performance compare to other Universities?
• Are we gaining more research grants now then five years ago?• Are we gaining more research grants now then five years ago?

Something in-between (tactical)
• How many expressions of interest did we get from our last advertising campaign?
• Based on our current rate of enquiry, can we expect an increase or decrease in InternationalBased on our current rate of enquiry, can we expect an increase or decrease in International 

enrolments in four months time?  What can we do to address this situation and generate more 
interest in time for VISA application and processing?

• Is our DEST report accurate?
• Why don’t these reports match?



Selling the Idea (2) – process context



Selling the idea (3) Selling the idea (3) -- root cause analysisroot cause analysis



Real versus intangible value?Real versus intangible value?

IT Value Domains

“The degree to which benefits are tangible and also 
provide value are inversely related.” (Butler Group)

The IT value paradox:

Knowledge 
Capital

Value

High

Intangible, indirect 
benefits

The IT Value Paradox
Source: Butler Group

Cost reduction - mainly through labour 
displacement. Dominant use of IT for last 30 
years

Value Creation - barely understood because 
measurement is so difficult. Examples include 

Added Value

Automation
Low

Tangible, direct 
benefits

p
new channels to market, enhanced services to 
trading partners, increased collaboration…

Knowledge Capital - there is a strong 
correlation between the information and 
knowledge orientation of an organisation and

Management Focus

Low

Low High

knowledge orientation of an organisation and 
its market valuation

The difficulty in dealing with the value created through investments in knowledge capital 
has caused organisations to shy-away from these types of investment.  However, with the 
b fit f b i t ti l l h t d b i ti th

The assessment of value of information needs to be made using

benefits of business process automation largely harvested by many organisations, the 
challenge will be to create new value propositions around IT investments which enhance 
knowledge Capital.

The assessment of value of information needs to be made using 
different criteria to standard accounting metrics such as ROI and NPV.



Recall this slide…..Recall this slide…..



Simplify to illustrate Target EnvironmentSimplify to illustrate Target Environment



Funding and Business CaseFunding and Business Case

Seed funding for proof of concept
Use of Butler’s “value paradox”
Risk and compliance
Specific savings on targeted solutions

• Student churn
• Savings through elimination of paper based systems
• Others

St t i f di “ ti t ”Strategic funding – “reporting tax”



Implementation

Infrastructure
and Solution Suite



Reviewing tools and vendorsReviewing tools and vendors
All have their good and bad points - review according to 
needs/gaps of current deployments – how progressed is the 
organisation in the 3 major areas?g j

• Data generation (ETL, data sourcing)
• Data management (DB, DM tools)
• Information access (presentation, analysis, data mining)

Balance between choosing individual “Best of breed” versus easeBalance between choosing individual “Best of breed” versus ease 
of integration through smaller numbers of vendor solutions (BOB 
versus solution suites)

• Warehouse generation tools - used in the design, cleansing, 
t f ti l di d d i i t ti f th d t htransformation, loading, and administration of the data warehouse.

• Warehouse management  tools - database management software 
(DBMS) used to manage data in the data warehouse.

• Warehouse  information access  tools - used to enable end users to 
d l i f ti t d i th d t haccess and analyse information stored in the data warehouse.

Quite important, however the tool set is not the primary 
consideration



Reviewing skill sets

• Strong SUN/Solaris experience
• Less strong Windows Server (then situation now• Less strong Windows Server (then, situation now 

changing)
• Fragmented skills in VB, Pivot Tables, Business Objects, 

C d MSBI d th tCognos and MSBI around the traps
• More ubiquitous skills in SPSS and SAS through teaching 

(SAS), research (SAS & SPSS) and institutional reporting ( ), ( ) p g
area (SAS)

• After review and reports (Gartner, Butler IDC, etc) chose SAS
• As in the Wollongong example cited yesterday, we would also be g g p y y,

able to leverage good students, post grads and existing skill sets.



Architecture Super 
users

End user 
accessDevelopers

Client 
Tier

SAS ETL Studio
SAS OLAP Cube Studio
SAS Management Console
SAS Information Map Studio

SAS Enterprise Guide
SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office

SAS Web Report Studio
SAS Information Delivery Portal

SAS Information Map Studio

HTTP Server SDK
Stores and manages meta data 

Stores and runs 
canned programs

Delivers data cubes (pre 
Middle 

Tier
Web Infrastructure Kit

Java Servlet 
Container

webDAV
Server

Supports 
programming 

repositories that store data on 
servers, libraries, store 

processes and user policies

(p
standardised tabulations) to 
enterprise guide or OLAP 

clients

Server
Metadata
Server

SAS®9
Foundation

SAS/CONNECT
Server

g g
environments

Server
Tier

Workspace
Server

Stored Process
Server

OLAP
Server



SAS Enterprise Suite SAS Enterprise Suite client
s

Data integration
HTTP / Ja

Scaleable Intelligent Server Analytical & Business Intelligence

PeopleSoft

LEVEL 3LEVEL 2LEVEL 1

Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW) Web
Server

Information 
Maps

Application
Server

Data ava Servlet / W
ebdav

PeopleSoft

Data
Marts

Data
Warehouse

Staging
/ ODS

Portal

Web 
Report 
Studio

Workspace 
Server

Metadata
Server Web

Browser

ETL

Data 
Connectivity

Data
Quality

Data 
generation 

environment

Data 
management 
environment

Analytics, 
data mining, 
information 

access

Web
Browser

v

Access

Studio

Stored 
Processes

AppDev
Studio

Stored 
Processes
Server

Server

OLAP Server

ETL

Data
Migration

Data
Synchronization

access

Oracle

IntrNet

OLAP Server

SPD Server
Web
Browser

Data
Federation

Microsoft
Office

ODBC / 
OLE DB Metadata Repository

Integration TechnologiesXMLSAS/SecureSAS 4GL SAS/STATSAS Foundation SAS/ETS

ETL Studio Management Console

Enterprise Guide

AnalyticsInformation Map 
Studio



Reviewing InfrastructureReviewing Infrastructure

• Most vendors have Windows and UNIX solutions 
(some only windows)(some only windows)

• UNSW has strong local capability in UNIX 
environments especially SUN hardware and Solaris

• Belief that UNIX is currently more scalable and fits 
well into the current managed environment

• Architecture needs to handle future growth and• Architecture needs to handle future growth and 
the rate of growth not clearly understood

• Looked at Solaris 10 containers/zones to create /
more flexible and scalable deployment



Chosen Infrastructure
Zone 2 Z 1Zone 2

Mid
Tier

Server

Zone 1
Application

Server

Zone 3
Meta
Tier

Server



Running the Project

Implementation
and Project Reporting



Big vision versus immediate outcomesBig vision versus immediate outcomes

Set up project steering group and identified a number 
of “quick wins”q
Used to quickly showcase capability

• QW1 – OLAP cube of student load
QW2 B d t t ( ith f ti )• QW2 – Budget report (with forecasting)

• QW3 – HR staff report made more friendly

Delivered on time and used for senior management g
presentations and demonstrations to further sell the 
idea
U d hi h l l l d diff t tiUsed high level plans and different progress reporting 
styles for flexibility



Project reporting a new wayProject reporting a new way

O ti lOperational
Systems Data

Feeds Data
&

Applications

Reporting
&

A l ti

Access
User uptakeApplications Analytics User uptake



Project reporting a new wayProject reporting a new way
Functionality
Layers

Outcomes

Infrastructure

Goals/
ObjectivesObjectives

Actual
Progress



Showing Scope and ProgressShowing Scope and Progress



The Project Report CardThe Project Report Card

Reports Capability Financial CSI Other??

System Outputs Organisational 
Total number of reports and reports by data 
domain
Information maps and report themes 
(capability)

Contribution
Financial implication

Time saved.
Revenue generated.( p y) g
Costs reduced.

Process People
Client Satisfaction (CSI)

.Ease and convenience of use.
Responsiveness to new requests and 
requirements
Security breaches and information leaks

Client Satisfaction (CSI)
Data quality culture.
More use of decision support data to make 
decisions
Learning organisationSecu ty b eac es a d o at o ea s ea g o ga sat o



Report Card ExamplesReport Card Examples

Traceability matrix to root cause 
problems and associated

PIR on business case items

problems and associated 
solutions with progress bar

Hybrid service model
Data policy (DBOR, ROR)User uptake and adoption.

Numbers trained



Development Process Artifacts
High Level Data Acquisition Plans

Information
Maps

ETL Flows

Data SchemasData Schemas

Rhubarb Rhubarb
Rhubarb Rhubarb

Rhubarb Rhubarb

Reporting Requirements



Mapping Achievements to Issues
Information unavailable or 
unknown 

Self service and 40+ standard (user customisable) 
reports with descriptions and data dictionary (also 
provided training to GMs etal) 

Difficult to measure our real Produced VC report scoring our performance in key 
business performance areas and in comparison to other universities. 

Project Optimum (Research) Reports 
Commencing AUQF and Phase 2 of Optimum (web 
based access) 

Unable to track students/staff 
through their lifecycle 

Created data feeds and reports linking admissions and 
enrolments 
Completed HR and Student data feeds and first reports 
Now adding International data (for campaigns, 
conversion rates, and predictive follow up) and IT 
service management. data for tracking SLAs 

100’s of reports from different 
systems with errors and 

Replaced with self service and canned reports from 
trusted data. Introduced data and text mining tools to 

difficult to understand glean more information from existing data. CATEI survey 
system being enhanced with text mining capability 
(automated trend analysis). 

Unable to link data from 
different systems (eg HR, 
Student, Research, Finance, 

Combining data in warehouse for any type of analysis. 
HR, Student, Medicine, International, Financial, ITSM 
data is being added.

other) and external sources Reports have ability to span across different data 
domains – eg staff/student/researcher/lecturer. 
 

Unable to monitor our 
business performance 

With strong internal/external data linkages trend and 
causal relationships can finally be monitored. We are 
now ready to provide executive dashboards for current y p
and future defined KPIs and measures. 

Access to external data Live SAS to SAS UAC link provides 15 years of historical 
information 

 



Managing different stakeholdersManaging different stakeholders

Mistake number one
• Not involving enough stakeholders during 

requirements gathering and analysis phase

Mistake number two
• Involving too many stakeholders during 

requirements gathering and analysis phase

Major Lesson – understand your 
stakeholders!!!



Screen Shots

First Outputs















Planning for the Future

The BHAG



UNSW
systems

St
ud

en
t

No child shall live in poverty by the year 2000A truly integrated view of 
information.Meaningful measures of 

corporate performance 

The Big Hairy 
p p f

and competitive business 
intelligence. All aspects of key business lifecycle 

events are tracked, stored and optimised.
Guest Prospect Applicant Adm itted Student Active Student Graduand

Recruitm ent units GradsStudent AdminAdm issions offices

Audacious Goal
Timely and relevant to inform and enable 
effective business decisions.

(RJ Hawke PM Australia)Trustworthy information and reports that are contextual, complete and correct.



Planning for the FuturePlanning for the Future

More realistically it is managing the ongoing project
as a product intended to satisfy new and emerging requirements



Data MaturityData Maturity

Optimisation What is the best that 
could happen?

INTELLIGENCE

Predictive Modelling What will happen?
(What if?)

KNOWLEDGE
(What if?)

Descriptive Modelling Why did it happen? INFORMATIONP
ow

er

Descriptive Modelling Why did it happen? INFORMATION

R
O

I a
nd

 B
us

in
es

s 

s

Integrated and 
cleansed data, 
standard and adhoc 
reports, OLAP

What happened? DATA

P
ro

gr
es

s

reports, OLAP



Prioritising EffortsPrioritising Efforts

We can’t wait to complete each row before moving 
upp

• Lose business interest
• Miss out on early benefits

Three step process to define projects – value, 
complexity, priority

1. Classify analytical Value of each initiative
2. Classify Complexity of each initiative
3 Prioritise the highest value lowest 3. Prioritise the highest value lowest 

complexity implementations first



(1) Classify value
Enrolment

Value

Analytical 
CRM Target 

Marketing

Customer 
Lifecycle 
Value 

Enrolment 
Forecasting 

Production 
Planning 

Campaign 
Management

Marketing

Budgeting and 
Forecasting

Business Activity 
Monitoring

Activity Based 
Costing

Operational 
CRM

Corporate 
Performance 
Management Financial 

reporting

Product 
Profitability 

Human  Combine 

Trends 
reporting

ResourcesResearch

Competitive 
I t lli

financial data 
with other 
domains

Link Admission 
and Enrolment

Balanced 
Scorecard 

Raw Cleansed, modelled, Data modelled Data modelled Data 

Management 
Cockpit

Intelligence
More detailed 
student data

Raw 
operation
al data

Cleansed, modelled, 
understood, 
integrated data

Data modelled 
for descriptive 
analysis

Data modelled 
for predictive 
analysis

Data 
modelled for 
what-if 
analysis and 
optimizationData Integration Maturity



(2) Classify Complexity(2) Classify Complexity

Combine 
financial data

Production 
Planning 

Business Activity 
M i i

Management 
Cockpit

Link Admission 
and Enrolment

Corporate 
Performance 

financial data 
with other 
domains

More detailed 
student dataAnalytical 

Campaign 
Management

Activity Based 
Costing

Monitoring

Budgeting and 
Forecasting

Enrolment 
Forecasting 

V
al

ue
 

Management 

Financial 
reporting

student data

Trends 
reporting

Balanced 
Scorecard 

CRM

Target 
Marketing

Competitive 
Intelligence

Customer 
Lifecycle B
us

in
es

s 

Product 
Profitability 

Research

Operational 
CRM

Value B

Research

Complexity to Implement 



Be prepared for different types of users. Bill Inmon Be prepared for different types of users. Bill Inmon 
categorises users of a data warehouse in four groups.categorises users of a data warehouse in four groups.

Farmers Explorers Miners TouristsFarmers

Know what they 
want
Predictable
S ll i

Explorers

Have many ideas
Unpredictable
Large queries

Miners

Generate 
hypotheses
Uses statistical 
methodologies 

Tourists

Have wide 
knowledge
Often use 
metadataSmall queries

Expect fast 
responses
Almost always 
gets an answer

Do not always 
get useful 
answers
Occasionally find 
gold

methodologies 
and models
Seek unknown 
patterns

metadata
Internet capable
”Look things up”

Rarely find gold



Development PlanDevelopment Plan

2007 2009 2009



Create the road mapCreate the road map

Competitive 
Intelligence

Depending on the situation, projects may be 
categorised against data/problem domains or 
types of reports etc

ts

Campaign 
Management

Target 
Marketing

Intelligence

P
ro

je
ct

Combine 

Trends 
reporting

Balanced 
d ue

 

Financial 
reporting

financial data 
with other 
domains

Scorecard 

Budgeting and 
Forecasting

m
er
 L
ife
cy
cl
e 
Va
lu

p g

More detailed 
student dataEnrolment 

Forecasting 

Link Admission 
and Enrolment

Cu
st
om

Time



Management ElementsManagement Elements
Program Steering Group

• Sets direction
• Manages Financesg
• Review/approve all business cases

Reference Groups
• Represented by each major data (problem) domain
• Feed requirements up into PSG• Feed requirements up into PSG

Data Principles and Policy
• Identifies major data sources (DBORs) and owners
• Sets rules and approvalspp
• “Ombudsman” role to settle disputes
• Designated “official reports”

Hybrid Service Model
IT & B i h t h t th d t• IT & Business - each support what they are good at

• Business provide incremental capability
• IT provide major capability jumps

Communications – report and celebrate wins regularlyCo u cat o s epo t a d ce eb ate s egu a y



Lessons LearnedLessons Learned
What we would do differently
Avoid over-thinking future needs – eg a small windows POC may well have 
produced similar “selling” outcomes to a POC built with the future in mindproduced similar selling  outcomes to a POC built with the future in mind
Avoid overly fast tracking internal processes – only comes back to bite 
later (still need to make them do their part for buy in and ownership)
Communicate more about the project internally and externally (aka “best 
kept secret in UNSW”)kept secret in UNSW )
Ensure solution architectures agreed and approved with a greater number 
of stakeholders and there is buy-in where it matters
Allocate more resourcing to project management aspects

What we would do the same
Use SUN with SAS for production environment  p
Build in-house skills
Use Hybrid Service Model
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Where to now? Where to now? 
Expanding capability for more users and data.
Expand scope to lifecycle events such as cohort tracking
Integration with other reporting systems.g p g y
Formalise governance structures.
Continue to leverage skill sets
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Immediate Improvements for 2008Immediate Improvements for 2008
• Bigger faster server and storage to handle the increase in 

users and analytic applications
• SAS upgrade plus Oracle for fast static ad-hoc reportingSAS upgrade plus Oracle for fast static ad hoc reporting
• Increased storage and own NSS copy (max 24 hours old)
• Additional resources to accelerate progress in reporting

Structured lifecycle approach to create assignments for• Structured lifecycle approach to create assignments for 
students of varying skill sets and creating BI courses and 
qualifications – Institute of Analytics Professionals 
(www iapa org)(www.iapa.org)

• Projects to execute or assist
• Performance management
• Dashboards scorecards• Dashboards, scorecards
• Cohort and lifecycle tracking

• Full operational handover



Questions?Questions?
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James DawsonJames Dawson
(Primary Contact)(Primary Contact)(Primary Contact)(Primary Contact)
Enterprise ArchitectEnterprise Architect
University of New SouthWalesUniversity of New SouthWales
Kensington NSW 2052Kensington NSW 2052gg
EE--mail: mail: j.dawson@unsw.edu.auj.dawson@unsw.edu.au

Aleksander AlimpijevicAleksander Alimpijevic
D t Di tD t Di tDeputy DirectorDeputy Director
Institutional Analysis and Reporting OfficeInstitutional Analysis and Reporting Office
University of New South WalesUniversity of New South Wales
Kensington NSW 2052Kensington NSW 2052Kensington NSW 2052Kensington NSW 2052
EE--mail: mail: a.alimpijevic@unsw.edu.aua.alimpijevic@unsw.edu.au
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